
Proposal for consideration at IMCA Australia Meeting Lake Cootharaba. 
 
Change of configuration during regattas 
 
 
 
Preamble 
 
The fundamental purpose of the IMCA is to conduct racing of Moth sailing boats. The Moth 
class rules are open, to encourage development. The combination of these two aspects of the 
class is what makes Moth sailing so good.  
 
For the Moth class, development without racing is meaningless. 
 
The development during the 75 years of the Moth class has been astounding. The current foiler 
developments are part of this. However, all development in the past was covered by the one hull 
rule, so that during a regatta there could be no change in hull design. Changing sails, battens, 
centreboards, rudders, masts, etc, during regattas is allowed. Notably, most moth sailors have 
used one set of gear in most regattas, except in the event of breakages. Having to obtain all-
round performance and deal with a variety of wind conditions over a period of a week has 
encouraged flexible and workable rigs. 
 
The successful development of skiff designs occurred within the one hull restriction. Both skiffs 
and scows lost regattas because the conditions didn’t completely suit their design. Sailors were 
forced to make a decision as to what hull to use, and to live with it for the whole regatta.  
 
The intent of the one hull rule is to ensure fairness: a fundamental change in sailing 
configuration during a regatta is prohibited.  
 
 
Foilers: 
 
Detachable lifting foils, leading to a substantial change in sailing configuration being possible 
during a regatta, are against the intent of the one hull rule, and are therefore unfair. Being 
allowed to significantly change the main method of buoyancy of a Moth during a regatta is 
completely different from changes such as using an alternative sail.  
 
This view is not anti-development and not anti-foiler. It is based on fairness and the intent of the 
Moth class rules to facilitate high quality racing.  
 
Nor does this view restrict development. Rather, being forced to commit to a configuration/hull 
for a full regatta may stimulate the development of all-round solutions, as there is no fall-back 
position. This was the case for the development of skiffs. 
 
Classifying what is a hull and what is a foil is difficult and open to dispute.  
 
A one configuration rule during a regatta is the most workable solution to maintain the fairness 
of racing, and still encourage development. 



Proposal:  
 
One equipment regatta rule for hulls and foils. 
 
For any racing series involving multiple races and a common scoring system (such as state or 
national title regattas) entrants must register and use one hull and one set of attachments only. 
Attachments include centreboards, rudders, and foils in general. 
 
Exceptions to this rule will only be made at the discretion of the sailing committee and series 
measurer, and generally only in the event of a breakage. No restrictions shall apply to sails, 
masts, booms, battens, and other equipment. The intention of this rule is to restrict a substantial 
change in sailing configuration to be made during a series. 
 
Registration of equipment shall be part of the series measurement. Some form of identification of 
registered equipment shall be used (such as a sticker or indelible stamp). 
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